Annual Report

Together we can create a better life and more
hopeful future for every individual with TSC
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Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (TSC)
TSC affects more than 2,000 individuals in Australia and thousands more
carers, families and friends who live with the impact of the disease.
TSC tumours can grow in any organ of the body, commonly affecting
the brain, skin, heart, lungs and kidneys. TSC can cause epilepsy,
developmental delay and autism. There is no known cure for TSC.

TSC can cause many different issues

Epilepsy

Autism

Kidney
tumours

Lung
disease

... and
more

and then there`s the fear.

We have no crystal ball that can predict how any individual will be
affected by TSC. This fear can be crippling.

Education
and work

Financial

Emotional

All dimensions of wellbeing
can be affected by TSC
Spiritual

Time

Physical

Social

Although the diagnosis of TSC is given to
an individual, it ripples through the family,
community and our whole society.
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Tuberous Sclerosis
Australia (TSA)
TSA works to connect, inform and empower people affected by
tuberous sclerosis complex as we work towards a cure for TSC.

What we do

Our values

• Ensure Australians with TSC
have access to the best possible
healthcare
• Provide up to date and accurate
information to all Australians
with TSC
• Support individuals and families
affected by TSC so no one has to
face the challenges of TSC alone
• Champion an active research
program in Australia that works
towards a cure for TSC

• Diversity - we recognise everyone's unique
experiences and contribution
• Excellence - our services and activities are of high
quality
• Equity - we aim to provide services that are accessible
by all people with TSC, wherever they live in Australia
• Openness - our decision making and
communications are clear and transparent
• Independence - we value our independence and are
accountable to TSA members
• Partnership - collaboration with other organisations
and individuals is critical to achieving our vision

Our team
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Debbie Crosby President
Patrick Norris Treasurer
Alison McIvor Secretary
Adish Chandra Committee Member
Michael Jones Committee Member
Michelle Purkiss Committee Member
Georgina Schilg Committee Member
Clare Stuart General Manager
Kate Garrard Fundraising and
Communications Lead

Our Team of Medical Advisors
• Dr Sean Kennedy nephrologist at Sydney Children’s Hospital
• Dr John Lawson paediatric neurologist at Sydney Children’s Hospital
• Dr David Mowat clinical geneticist at Sydney Children’s Hospital
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Leadership
Report
Debbie Crosby, President
and Clare Stuart, General Manager

We are so grateful that Tuberous Sclerosis Australia
has been able to operate for another year. This is
made possible only by the generosity of our donors,
fundraisers and volunteers. For this reason we must
start with a huge thank you to all of you.

Pictured above: TSA General Manager Clare Stuart with
TSA President Debbie Crosby

in Melbourne, held webinars and published new
resources about TSC and shared powerful sibling
stories. These resources have been viewed by
people with TSC all around the world.

The TSC community world wide has gone
through a lot of change in the last ten years.
With the clinical trials into mTOR inhibitor
medicines came the first treatment specific
to TSC. While this medicine is not a cure for
TSC, it has improved and extended the lives
of many people living with both TSC and
lymphangioleiomyomatosis (LAM). During this
time, our organisation has been able to have
a bigger impact than ever before, boosted by
financial grants from Novartis who manufacture
one of these mTOR inhibitor medicines. Their
work with TSA and independent of us has
increased and updated the TSC knowledge of
many Australian doctors and involved them in a
very active and collaborative global TSC clinical
research network.

Thank you to our volunteers who contribute
their time, their stories and their expertise. Our
talented management committee guide our
work and contribute many hours of their time.
Our regional contacts ensure that people with
TSC can connect to someone close to them. The
members of our TSC Professionals Network help
us to produce high quality information and work
with us to improve health services. Our Australian
TSC community is always willing to share their
stories and advice through our publications and
our online discussion group. TSA has always been
a volunteer driven organisation and we are proud
that this continues.

As this medicine’s patent expires around the
world, the global TSC community is entering a
new era. Our challenge is to continue providing
high quality information and support to people
living with TSC and to keep working with our
governments and health professionals to ensure
access to the best health care for people with
TSC. On top of this, we want to continue the
momentum in TSC research that has been
building since the discovery of the TSC genes in
the 1980s. This is critical to take us to our end
goal – a cure for this devastating disease.

We'd also like to thank our dedicated staff team. This
year has been Kate Garrard’s first full year with TSA
and she hass worked incredibly hard to ensure TSA
has the funds it needs to deliver its mission while she
learns about TSC and why TSA is so important to our
members.
TSA, like our sister organisations around the
world, has big ambitions. As a global team we
will continue to ensure that accurate and up
to date information is available to every family
who hears the words ‘tuberous sclerosis’ for the
first time. We will continue to support our health
professionals to build TSC expertise and ensure
our health system provides the tests, treatments
and care to give each person with TSC the best
life possible. With your help we will direct funds
and attention to TSC research that takes us closer
to a cure. Thank you for being a part of our team.

In the last 12 months, we have made many
changes to ensure our organisation is ready for
the challenges ahead of us. This has included
significant investment in fundraising and
continuing to vary the ways that Australians with
TSC can access our information and support
services. We hosted a successful education event
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TSA's
Achievements
The 1980s

TSA was founded as the Australasian
Tuberous Sclerosis Society
The first issue of TSA’s regular magazine,
Reach Out, published

The
The 1990s
1990s

Launched social picnics for families, bringing
people with TSC together
National roadshow brought up to date TSC
Hosted the first family conference
information to three Australian cities
weekend in Sydney with attendees
Leaders in the establishment of the worldwide
from all around Australia
collaboration TSC International

The
The 2000s
2000s

TSA funded the first Australian genetics
research project providing genetic testing for
TSC which improved our understanding of the
genetic basis of the disease and the healthcare of
people with TSC in Australia.
Expanded peer support through production of
film ‘You Are Not Alone’ telling the stories of four
Australian families living with TSC.
Hosted the first combined conference for
Australian health professionals and TSC
families at Sydney Children’s Hospital.

TSA’s advocacy leads to the first Australian TSC
multidisciplinary clinic at Sydney Children’s
Hospital was established, bringing together
specialists from different disciplines to
provide a whole patient approach to
medical care

The
The2010s
2010s

Successfully advocated for TSC medicines on the
Australian Pharmaceutical Benefit Scheme ensuring
lifesaving treatments for people with TSC are available and
affordable.
Provided over $200,000 for a clinical trial of cream to treat and
prevent TSC skin tumours.

Connections made through TSA’s work lead to Australian researchers
and patients being part of international clinical trials into new
treatments for brain tumours, epilepsy, autism and developmental
delays.
Published TSC Information Pages and our Resource directory to
ensure that Australians have access to up to date and accurate
TSC information.
Expanded access to our education events through
webinars and conferences in Brisbane, Perth,
Melbourne and New Zealand.
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The impact of your support
on our information and
support service

Together, we have supported and informed individuals like
Miranda and her family.

99

TSC families helped through our TSC Information
Service

More than

19,000

Visitors to our website each year, learning
about TSC

43

460

Daily readers of our TSC
Information Pages

Members supported in our
online discussion group

Comments responding to help needed by our
online discussion group

1600

203 Questions posted in our online discussion group

92
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People participated
in our webinar on the
genetics of TSC

Issues of Reach Out
published, exploring kidney
disease and the challenges
faced by TSC siblings.

People with TSC and their families attended
our Melbourne TSC Information Day

723

40

People engaged with us through Facebook live
streaming of the Melbourne TSC Information Day

1074

Views of the recordings of the Melbourne TSC
Information Day on YouTube following the event
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Miranda
and her
husband Tom
have been married for
three years and want to start a
family. It’s not that easy for this
young couple because Miranda
has Tuberous Sclerosis Complex
(TSC). Even though Miranda’s
TSC symptoms are relatively
mild it’s a long and complicated
journey for them.
At seven years old, Miranda was
diagnosed with the rare genetic
condition, TSC. TSC affects
Miranda’s kidneys, lungs, heart,
brain, eyes and skin. White patches
on her skin, previously assumed
to be birth marks, and the
growing number of angiofibromas
developing on her face, led to a
dermatologist diagnosing her with
TSC.
It was later in life that Miranda,
now a talented hairdresser and
married to the love of her life,
Tom, learnt more about her TSC.
Miranda’s kidneys have required
treatment with new medicines for
TSC and Miranda was supported to
learn more about this treatment
from world experts at TSA’s 2015
conference.
For Miranda and Tom, starting a
family was the biggest challenge
that TSC gave them. Without any
assistance, Miranda has a 1 in 2

chance
of passing
TSC on to any
child she has, and that
child may experience many
more signs and symptoms of
TSC than Miranda has. Miranda
and Tom have chosen to use IVF
techniques to ensure their baby
does not have TSC. Although
this is not an easy process, with
needles and medications and high
out of pocket costs, having this
option makes them one of the
lucky ones.
It isn’t so easy for many people living
with TSC. In around 15% of people
with TSC genetic testing is not able
to find the gene change that causes
their TSC. This means they are not
able to test for TSC through IVF or
prenatal genetic testing.
While we’ve learnt so much about
the genetics of TSC over the past
20 years with the discovery of the
TSC1 and TSC2 genes, there is still
much more we need to understand.
New research planned to happen
right here in Australia could help to
unlock mysteries of why we cannot
find a TSC gene mutation in some
people with TSC.

Dr
Clara
Chung,
Clinical Geneticist
says, "Our discoveries could
help us to diagnosis TSC more
precisely in very young babies,
opening up opportunity for early
therapy, and will give options to
adults with TSC to become parents.
What we learn may also help us
understand why and how TSC
tumours form which may give us
new ideas of how we can prevent or
treat these tumours in the future."
Reflecting on this Miranda says,
"When you have TSC, trying
to conceive a child who is free
from the disease is challenging
and complicated even when you
have all the genetic information
like I do. I hope this research
can help other couples facing
similar challenges to have the
information they need to help
them start a family too.”

Miranda
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The impact of your
support on improving
health care
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Elizabeth Pinkerton
Memorial Awards
presented to
recognise the
outstanding efforts of
health professionals
dedicated to
improving the lives of
patients with TSC

his TSC
patients
and his
recent
research
into
epilepsy
treatment
options.
Dr Helen
Whitford’s compassionate and knowledgeable
care as a lung physician earned her nominations
from many women living with both TSC and
lymphangioleiomyomatosis (LAM). Many TSC
doctors go above and beyond and this award is
a simple way for us to express our gratitude and
encourage them to continue.
The topical cream used to treat facial
angiofibromas continues to change lives. In
children, this new cream can even stop these
tumours from forming. Our information
resources help people with TSC access this
while we wait for registration and funding of a
specific product for TSC. We inched closer this
year through the publication of the results of
the largest clinical trial into the cream. With ten
sites in the USA and one in Sydney, this trial has
demonstrated the safety of the cream and the
profound effect it can have on these tumours.
On a global stage, Tuberous Sclerosis Australia
has made a major contribution to world wide
collaborations.
Clare Stuart is the
New TSC
lead author of TSC
medicine
International’s
recommended
Beyond the Guidelines
for inclusion on
whitepaper and is
the PBS
helping other TSC
advocates to improve health care in their own
countries.

Our focus this
year was seeking
Australian
government
funding for
Families submitted
everolimus
their stories to help get
(Affinator) for
Everolimus funded for
the treatment
epilepsy in Australia
of epilepsy. Our
submission to the
pharmaceutical benefits advisory committee
(PBAC) was informed by 60 members of the
Australian TSC community who generously
shared their stories. The PBAC made a positive
recommendation to the Health Minister in
August 2018, which we expect to lead to the
expanded inclusion of this medicine on the
pharmaceutical benefits scheme (PBS) by the
end of 2018. Thank you to Dr Anna Williamson
for her help with this submission.
We work in
Members of our
partnership
TSC professionals
with our
network
Australian
throughout
TSC clinics
Australia
and our
wider
TSC professionals network to improve the
health care available to Australians with TSC.
Through our TSC Information Service we have
connected many people with TSC to many
of the 40 members of the TSC professionals
network throughout Australia. We’ve struggled
to fill some of the gaps in the network and will
continue to work on this in the year ahead.
We recognised the efforts of two Victorian
doctors this year through the Elizabeth Pinkerton
Memorial Award. Dr Simon Harvey, a paediatric
neurologist at Royal Children’s Hospital, was
nominated because of his fierce advocacy for

60

40

1
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Koby
Koby
is four
and a half years
old and has tuberous
sclerosis complex (TSC). His
mum Fiona says, "Koby is a bundle
of fun. He is very social and loves
being outdoors playing with his
dog Leia, 'going boats' (kayaking),
camping and playing 'kick ball'
(soccer)."
Fiona first noticed something wasn’t
quite right when her third child Koby
was born. He had a couple of unusual
white birth marks. The doctors at the
hospital didn’t seem too concerned
about it but, as the weeks went by,
Fiona noticed more of them. By the
time Koby was five weeks old he had
more than five white patches. Fiona
was told it could be an ash leaf spot
which may be a sign of a genetic
disease and they was referred to a
dermatologist for further investigation.
As no more information was given
to Fiona, she did as most of us
would do and searched online
for ‘ash leaf spot’ looking for
answers while she waited for her
dermatologist appointment. This is
when Fiona first heard about TSC.
Fiona says “the information I found
online was confronting and scary,
and it seemed to focus only on the
worst case scenario.”
Koby was officially diagnosed with
TSC after a brain MRI when he was
just eight weeks old. “We were very
lucky to be diagnosed so early, before
any seizures started occurring. Our
paediatrician immediately sent us to
an expert in TSC and told me about
TSA. I contacted the TSC Information
Service straight away and spoke to
Debbie who helped me so much.

Thanks
to TSA I
was given up to
date information and
my mind was put at ease
when I was told we would be in great
hands with Dr Kate Riney. I was filled
with a sense of relief and hope, " says
Koby's mum.
Thanks to the early diagnosis and
referral to a TSC centre of excellence,
Koby had access to early intervention
therapies. These involve regular
tests that look for the first signs of
epilepsy in Koby’s brain waves and
early treatment with anti-seizure
medications. When treatment
was started Koby started smiling,
laughing and engaging with his
family. His development went in
leaps and bounds.
Koby now has reasonable seizure
control despite having many tubers
in his brain. While daily life with
Koby is generally good, it can take
a scary turn when Koby gets sick. A
fever can lead to a major seizure and
the need for a life-saving trip to the
emergency department.
Koby’s development is still behind his
peers but socially he does well and he
is talking more everyday.
Fiona says, “I believe the early
intervention helped Koby enormously
with seizure control as well as getting
on top of all the other things that go
along with TSC. It has helped him be
the best version of himself that he can
be. We will forever be grateful to our
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paediatrician
for his early
diagnosis and to Dr
Kate Riney for the early
intervention program she set up for
Koby as well as her continued help
and support.”
Further research is required to
understand just how early antiseizure medication should be used
in babies with TSC, the dose required
and how long these TSC babies
should be kept on these medicines.
This research is also required to
ensure our health services provide the
tests and medicines that babies with
TSC need.
Fiona says, “Investing in early
intervention research is so important
for families living with TSC so we can
keep on making improvements in
the health and wellbeing for children
like Koby”.
Koby has too many tubers in his
brain to count, as well as tumours
on his kidneys, eyes, skin and on
his finger. Yet every day, Fiona is
thankful for the early intervention
she knows has helped Koby be the
best he can be.

The future...
Through TSC research and
earlier intervention we can
bring hope for the future.
TSA will pursue our goal to improve the future for all Australians with TSC. We will improve
healthcare, champion research and enhance information available to improve the lives of
everyone affected by TSC.
Our immediate focus for the future is funding important research here in Australia.

Early intervention research for babies born with TSC
This research aims to reduce the risk of uncontrollable seizures in
newborn babies with TSC. TSC centres in Brisbane and Sydney are
“The challenge is
collaborating with TSC experts around the world. Through this
there is no commitment
research life changing early intervention programs are being
to fund life changing projects like
this, either through government or
developed for babies born with TSC. For example, does active
other means. The sooner we can invest in
monitoring of babies and earlier treatment with medication
TSC
research projects, the more Australian
and surgery reduce the number of babies who develop
babies will benefit from new treatment
uncontrollable seizures, delayed development and autism?
approaches that can dramatically improve their
Early results are positive, but more work is required.
lives.”

Unlock the genetic
mysteries
of TSC

Dr Kate Riney

Paedatric Neurologist,
Lady Cilento Children's
Hospital

Improving our understanding of the
genetics of TSC is the key to moving us
closer to new treatments and a cure for TSC.
With your help we can continue TSC genetics
research in Australia through a project that will explore
the genetics of TSC tumours. It will focus on the 15%
of people with TSC where gene testing cannot find the
mutation that causes their disease. This project has
the potential to allow these families to access genetic
technologies to avoid passing on TSC to the next
generation.
Pictured above: TSC researchers Dr David Mowat and Dr Kate Riney
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"Our research project has
the potential to unlock the
genetic mysteries that still exist for
people living with TSC. We will improve
our knowledge of genetics in people who
have TSC but for whom we cannot find a
TSC gene mutation.
Dr Clara Chung,

Clinical Genetics Department,
Sydney Children’s
Hospital

In addition to championing new research here in Australia, TSA
will continue our existing programs. Our TSC Information
“When Joshua was diagnosed
with
TSC we felt our world had fallen
service, the only one of its kind in Australia, provides up to
apart. Then we heard about TSA. The TSA
date information about best practice TSC care to hundreds
Regional
Contact in our area was so valuable
of Australian families each year.
With your help to secure additional funds, we will also
improve access to high quality TSC information.

because we didn’t know anyone else with TSC.
She helped us feel less alone during this difficult
time. It was incredibly reassuring to have someone
local to speak to. It helped us feel less overwhelmed
and she was able to answer our questions and
support us.”
Darryn from Western Australia
whose son Joshua has TSC

•

Publish our new diagnosis resource: we will
ensure families have accurate answers and
someone to turn to in the first few difficult days
following a new diagnosis of a loved one

•

Develop an education resource for teachers: we will
foster better understanding and support for children with
TSC during their schooling years by improving information
specifically for educators

•

Generate an information pack for GPs: will give GPs
access to the world standard healthcare guidelines
that they require to ensure their patient with TSC
have the best possible treatment and follow up care
planning.

Improve healthcare for all Australians with TSC.
•

Expand access to treatments: Further improve
access to new treatments such as topical mTOR inhibitor
treatment for all Australians who need it

•

Increase our professionals network: Fill gaps in the TSC Professionals Network working
towards having full coverage around Australia, across specialists and age ranges

•

Develop new multidisciplinary models of care: TSA will continue our work supporting the
development of best practice multi-disciplinary models of health care for people with TSC

•

Overcome barriers: Identify barriers to adoption of the TSC management guidelines and
ways these barriers can be overcome
Tuberous sclerosis can
be a cruel, complex condition
and we don’t know what the future will
hold for our son Hamish. He’s already had
four rounds of neurosurgery in his short life to
manage his seizures. We feel fortunate to have
an amazing team of health professionals caring
for Hamish and we know we’ve received world-class
treatment. I hate to think what the future could have
looked like without this access to TSC experts and
new treatments. We are grateful for TSA's work
advocating for families like ours.
Kate from Victoria whose
seven year old son Hamish
has TSC
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Thank you
Together, we have had a major impact on the TSC community. Thanks to your generosity TSA
has helped the lives of thousands of Australians living with TSC. We hope you share our sense of
pride in the work we have done supporting individuals affected by TSC. This wouldn't have been
possible without your help.

Donations

TSC Heroes raise $12,708
Thank you to all the TSC Heroes who raised funds and awareness for
TSA by joining in these events...

We would like to thank each
and every donor who has so
kindly supported TSA. Every
dollar no matter how big or
small helps.

City2Surf Sophie, whose big sister has TSC ran Sydney’s iconic City2Surf
with her dad Anthony, big sister Alana and Aunty Tash in August. Michelle
from our management committee also joined the team. Together they raised $3,675.
Bridge2Brisbane TSC heroes Miranda and her mum Kerri took on the Bridge2Brisbane challenge for
the second time in August and raised $930.
Burnie 10 Georgie participated in our first TSC Hero event in Tasmania in honour of her daughter
Sophie who has TSC and raised $2,024 through her 10km run.
City2Sea Alison from TSA’s management committee inspired a group of friends and colleagues to
run in our first Melbourne TSC Heroes event and raised over $3,100.

TSC Champions donate $4,500

Our regular givers, known as TSC Champions, make monthly contributions to TSA. These are vital
donations we can rely upon each month to carry out our work.

TSC Members contribute $11,000

We are incredibly grateful to our Gold, Silver and Bronze members who each year give so
generously by renewing their membership and making a valuable contribution in support of TSA.

Special Events
Lizzies Lunch 2018 raised over $19,000. That’s our
biggest and best yet. Enormous thanks to Sue and
Ross Pinkerton for being the driving force in running
this successful fundraiser each year.

fantastic performance by two great rock bands,
the Patriarchs and the hard loves at Brookvale’s
The Music Lounge in October with all proceeds
donated to TSA.

Padstow Bowling and Snooker Club held a
Christmas in July fundraiser and raised $12,368.
Over 150 guests attended. Thanks to John
and Donna whose granddaughter has TSC for
inspiring this
support for TSA.

#Tatts4TSC People all around
Australia held #Tatts4TSC
awareness and fundraising
events on TSC Global
Awareness Day in May. Almost
$3,000 was raised thanks
to community events and
supporters purchasing our
temporary tattoos.

Patriarchs and
Hard Loves Band
Night Thanks to
Elliott Cunnew
and his musical
mates over $2,500
was raised at a
Pictured above: The Patriarchs
band night fundraiser

Pictured above: Kristy and Cooper
participating in #Tatts4TSC

Surfside Caravan Park Kids During the Christmas
holidays at Surfside Caravan Park a group of
children were inspired by Kyah who has TSC, to
raise money for TSA, they held a food stall in the
caravan park and raised $270.
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Our Partners
TSA works closely with many organisations to ensure
individuals with TSC in Australia have access to worldclass treatment opportunities and information. We are
an active member of TSC International and regularly
collaborate with TSC NZ. We advocate for people with
TSC through our work with the Consumers Health
Forum of Australia and Rare Voices Australia. We are
thankful for our collaborative partnerships with these
organisations.

Our Suppliers
Anchor Web
Magazines
Hosting
ByDesign
Belinda @
Orange Clothing
The Design Web Company
Kiralie Allan @
Refuge
Charli Design
Accounting
Kara Cooper from Bondy Mortimer
Mt Vic and Me
and Co
NextPrint in Castle Hill, NSW

Regional
Contacts
Our regional contacts who
work with local families to share
information and experiences. You
help make sure everyone with TSC
has someone they can turn too.
Your tireless efforts and dedication
is truly appreciated

Volunteers
To all our wonderful volunteers around Australia, what
would we do without you! Special mention to Teresa
Llewellyn-Evans, editor of Reach Out and Adam Trickett
for his graphic design assistance.

• Sally Nicholson New South Wales
• Dawn Bowra Australian Capital
Territory
• Nicole Stone Western Australia
• Christy Herbert Queensland
• Fiona Crocker Queensland
• Narelle Kerr Victoria
• Georgina Schilg Tasmania

Our TSC Families
We are grateful to all our individuals and families
with TSC for coming along to our educational
events and fundraisers and supporting our work by
sharing your experiences with us. You help inspire
and motivate people to support us – thank you
so much! We are also incredibly thankful to all the
families who share their stories and photos with us.
Your willingness to share your journey helps others
know they are not alone in their experiences.

Our TSC Professionals Network
Thank you to all the medical specialists who worked
with us to improve and grow TSA’s information and
support services this year. We couldn’t do it without
you!
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Pictured above: Dr Helen Whitford (right) receiving the
2017 Elizabeth Pinkerton Memorial Award

Our Donors
TSC Champions
Belinda Allchin,
matched by
Macquarie Bank
Foundation
Aunt Ivy’s Laundry
and Dry Cleaning
Peter Clisdell

Linda Deacon
Andrew and Emily
Goldstiver matched
by Westpac
Sonia Gregson
Hayley and David Hill
Nina Kourea

Sue Mason
Sally Nicholson &
Elliott Cunnew
Jennifer O'Donoghue
Catherine Panich
Robert Pinkerton
Melissa Rologas

Ibin Varughese
Lucy Vettom
Steve Walker &
Kate Norris

Membership contributions to Tuberous Sclerosis Australia
Life Membership
Andrew McKinnon
Sue Pinkerton
Ross Pinkerton
Lynn Wilson
Gold Membership
Frederick Alexander
Ray Barassi
Leisel Bell
Andrew Blunden
Kerry Bromhead
Donna Chadwick
Choi San Chow
Dominic Cooper
Joanne Crosby
Gail Cummins
Louise Dawkins
Suzanne DelbridgeBailey
Sally Dewhurst
Shirley Faravoni
Bruce Fay
Lachlan Foster
Adarsh Deepak Gill

Berice Hopwood
Belinda Humphrey
Michael Jones
Bridie Jordan
Nicole Kyriazis
Jeff Lee
Lisa Liebman
Vanida Lim
Adrienne Mateffy
Vanessa Mathewson
Elizabeth McDonnell
John McKillop
Mid West Concrete
Pty Ltd
David Mowat
Jill Mustard
Kevin Niklaus
Patrick Norris
Mary Anne O'Connell
Steve Penniment
Michelle Purkiss
Danny Raffaut
Kon Romios
Anne Ronan

Scott and Georgina
Schilg
Andrea Stevenson
Daniel Strosberg
Gary Symons
Loren Wakeley
Catherine Wiles
Sue Williamson
Jayant Yardi
Silver Membership
Jeff and Pat Crocker
Lucy Di Falco
Wayne Lord
James Lowe
David Meredith
Emma Morris
Janiffer Reynolds
Kay Woodcock
Claire Young
Bronze Membership
Peter Abery
Libby Adams
Maree Bawden
Luigino Bonacci

Tania Colman
Peta Cope
Natalie and Mark
Costa
Chris Doyle
Marie Hell
Christy Herbert
Fiona Hiatt
Karen Jenkins
Eileen Jerga
Narelle Kerr
Frank Martin
David Matheson
Lachlan McArthur
Glenda Miller
May Mills
Beverley O'Reilly
Naomi Ringholt
Graeme Shaughnessy
Tracy Simpson
Clare Stuart
Kaylene Trunk
Penny Williams

Donors
$1000 and over
Adish Chandra
Gail Cummins
Lachlan Foster
Robert Groneman
John Kelly
Kevin Niklaus
Patricia Will
$500 and over
Frederick Alexander
Piret Braine

Kerry Bromhead
Annelise Cabon
Lorraine Davis
Suzanne DelbridgeBailey
Lisa Liebman
Jeremy Lumby
Geoff McClintock
Mid West Concrete
Steve Walker

$100 and over
Lynne Abbott
Camila Barp
Rachel Bennett
Stephen Brown
David Cameron
Marian Clark
Debbie Crosby
Riccardo Galbiati
Peter Garrard
Pam George
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Efrosini Georgiadis,
in honour of
Alanah Crosby
Simon Green
Mary Anne Hartley
Jeanne Herbert,
in honour of
Lachlan Herbert
Rodney Hetherington
Sarah Hill
Gloria Hoffmann

Belinda Humphrey
Phil Jefferys
Jill Kowalewski
Jeff Lee
Raymond Lin
Alan Malsher
Leslie Martin
Gail Matthews,
in honour of
Lachlan Herbert
Geoff McClintock
Helen McGroder
John McKillop
Mid West Concrete
Jill Mustard
Warrick Nicholson
Natasha Obreschkow
One Tree Hill Primary
School
Catherine Panich
David Parkin
Shirley Peipman
Steve Penniment
Sue Pinkerton
Nick Pinkerton
Terry and Joanne Place
Clare Scanlon
Katherine Stacey
Samantha Stone
Allan Stuart
Brendan Stuart
Gary Symons
John Wilson
Jay Yardi
In support of
Lizzie’s Lunch
$100 and over
Narelle Bowen
Jan Cook
Heather Farmer

Chris Keough
Keith Ogilvie
Martin Robinson
Carolyn Sakoulas
Christine Sizer
Allan Stuart
Erin Stuart
Kathy Walter

In support of the
TSC Heroes at the
Bridge2Brisbane
$100 and over
Michael Arieni
Jon Kinman
Michelle Royle
Brodielee Stubbins

In support of the
TSC Heroes at the
City2Surf
$100 and over
Daniel Belgre
Shi Chen
Steve Cox
Sue Davis
Julian Dolby
Dina Floros
Tony Georkas
Seth Hertz
Sia Jameson
Michael Kitts
Fiona Konidaris
Natasha Kourea
Charlotte Little
Melissa Maher
Sue Mason
Robert McHugh
Susana Navarro Rafols
Michelle Purkiss
Peter Rologas
Barrie Smith
Gavin Smith
Dani Tippett
Allie Thomas
Wendy Thomas
Manuela Volza
Ashley Wombey

In support of the
TSC Heroes at the
Burnie10
$100 and over
Dennis Schilg
Diane Ingrey
James McCowan
In support of the TSC
Heroes at the City2Sea
$100 and over
Anna Aristotle
Melissa Birks
Louise Davidson
Rebekah Dunn
Stav Eliopoulos
Wendy Harris
Tennille Jessup
Alison McIvor
Carol McIvor
Glenn McIvor
Thomas McIvor
Heidi Vestergaard
Ian Young
In support of
Naomi Fossey’s
Fundraising
$100 and over
Naomi Fossey
Damien
Huckstepp
Melinda Harper
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We’d like to
thank everyone
who made a
contribution to
TSA this year. We
are grateful for
each and every
gift TSA received.
We have chosen
to list above only
donations over
$100, because
there were just
too many of you
to include each of
you by name.

Our Financial
Results
We have set a growth strategy for the organisation, from being totally
dependent on volunteers in 2011, to now employing two part-time
staff and professional bookkeepers. Our decision to expand through
the employment of a second staff member resulted in a deficit of
$55,000 for the year as our grant seeking efforts took longer than
planned. We anticipate that our efforts will bear fruit in the next
12 months. We have enough reserves to pursue this strategy in
2018/19.
We continue to use the Xero cloud-based accounting package
which provides secure multi user access for employees,
bookkeepers, committee members and auditors. All invoices,
receipts and other documentation are stored inside Xero
facilitating transparency and auditability. We use the Commbiz
business banking platform requiring double authorisation for
all payments. Any two of the president, secretary and myself may
authorise. Our bookkeeping partners, Refuge Accounting ensure that we
are compliant in payroll, superannuation and GST by performing account
reconciliation monthly.
Pictured above:
Treasurer Patrick
Our investment policy is conservative. We invest solely in term deposits currently
across Macquarie Bank and Bank of Queensland. The maturity dates of our deposits are
staggered through the year so that we always have funds coming available. Forecasting cashflow
for an organisation dependent on fundraising and grants is tricky, so we like to keep enough cash
available to meet payroll for the next 3 months.
The accounts for 2017/18 were audited by Mark Mortimer of Bondy Mortimer & Co. A copy of his
report is available at www.tsa.org.au/about-us/annual-reports
The accounts of TSA align to the National Standard
Chart of Accounts published by the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission.
As Liam’s grandfather, I want to see this organisation succeed and be sustainable, so every family
diagnosed with this disease can benefit from the expert help and advice TSA provides.

Our work with pharmaceutical companies
Since 2011, TSA has collaborated with Novartis and other pharmaceutical companies in a
number of ways. This year we did not receive any project funding from the medicines industry.
TSA interacted with the industry in the following ways:
• TSA delivered our final online education event. Novartis provided grant funding for this project
during 2015/16.
• As a part of TSCi activities, TSA received project funding from Tuberous Sclerosis Alliance
(USA). Tuberous Sclerosis Alliance receives funding from Novartis on behalf of TSCi.
Our policy on working with pharmaceutical companies describes how we maintain our
independence and integrity. This policy is available on our website or can be provided on request.
We encourage you to contact us for more information.
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Financial statements

Balance Sheet as at 30 June 2018
ASSETS

30 June 2018

30 June 2017

General Cheque Account

$32,849.72

$27,612.48

Savings Accounts

$10,117.88

$28,049.58

Term Deposits

$203,207.42

$239,216.60

$246,175.02

$294,878.66

$0.00

$0.00

Sundry Debtors

$2,916.01

$3,160.36

Total Current Assets

$2,916.01

$3,160.36

$249,091.03

$298,039.02

GST

-$769.71

-$175.70

PAYG Withholding Payable

$2,037.00

$234.00

Provision for Annual Leave

$6,511.82

$3,489.02

Salary Sacrifice Payable

$0.09

$0.00

Superannuation Payable

$2,367.04

$0.00

Suspense

-$350.00

$0.00

$56.27

$0.00

$2,016.37

$1,615.63

$11,868.88

$5,162.95

Total Liabilities

$11,868.88

$5,162.95

Net Assets

$237,222.15

$292,876.07

Current Year Earnings

-$55,653.92

$1,857.01

Retained Surplus

$292,876.07

$291,019.06

Total Equity

$237,222.15

$292,876.07

Bank

Total Bank
Current Assets
Accounts Receivable

Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities

Trade Creditors
Unpaid Expense Claims
Total Current Liabilities

EQUITY
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Financial statements

Profit and Loss: Year Ended June 2018
30 June 2018

30 June 2017

Donations Received

$64,397.35

$72,272.09

Grants Received

$13,785.24

$5,376.00

Sales of Goods

$3,760.01

$329.60

$0.00

$791.98

Event Income

$24,060.00

$24,269.71

Membership Contributions

$11,911.12

$6,222.34

Other income

$5,283.39

$11,117.02

Total Trading Income

$123,197.11

$120,378.74

Gross Profit

$123,197.11

$120,378.74

$97.27

$1,430.56

Consultancy Fees

$8,200.00

$0.00

Information Technology Expenses

$9,970.71

$2,718.68

Insurance Expense

$1,864.08

$2,023.17

Postage, Freight and Courier

$2,636.78

$2,456.40

Printing & Stationery

$5,932.75

$5,260.98

Publications and Information Resources

$3,883.57

$3,796.59

Research Grants Awarded

$2,495.45

($2,745.00)

Telephone, Fax and Internet

$1,734.00

$1,747.03

$314.81

$2,425.16

Travel & Accommodation

$8,406.90

$6,953.44

Accounting and Bank Fees

$8,245.32

$9,285.92

$325.62

$0.00

Sundry Expenses

$2,997.36

$3,020.95

Educational Event Expenses

$4,669.13

$32.73

Fundraising and Event Expenses

$15,163.20

$15,513.93

Salaries and Wages

$101,914.08

$64,633.92

Total Operating Expenses

$178,851.03

$118,521.73

Net Profit

($55,653.92)

$1,857.01

INCOME

Sitting Fees

OPERATING EXPENSES
Advertising and Promotion

Training & Development (Staff)

Foreign Currency Gains and Losses
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Where funds came from

Volunteer Contributions

Community
Fundraising
24%

During this year, TSA’s education and
support work was supported by a team of
volunteers. This includes Debbie Crosby,
who answers many of the TSC Information
Service calls as well as our regional
contacts around Australia. Their time is
not shown on financial statements but is
an important resource for TSA.

Donations
29%

Investments
5%

Members
10%

Grants
11%
Events
21%

Fundraising Revenue
$120,000
$100,000
$80,000
$60,000

$49,000

$90,210

$77,254

$96,542

$109,931

$20,000

$32,000

$40,000

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Revenue from fundraising activities including direct donations, membership contributions, fundraising
events and community fundraising activities

How program funds were used
Information
Resources
31%

Educational
31%

Research
7%
Information and
Support Service
12%

Advocacy
19%
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Programs 32%
Costs associated with providing
information to people affected by
TSC and to health professionals. This
includes all costs associated with our
education events, the TSC Information
Service, writing and updating our TSC
information pages, our resource directory
and publishing Reach Out. Time spent
working with policy makers in health and
disability to improve the care available
to people with TSC. Expenses associated
with encouraging TSC research in
Australia and supporting recruitment
into various studies.
Development 45%
The time to support community
fundraisers and organise TSA-run
fundraising events and campaigns. This
includes promotional and thank you
materials, event costs such as catering,
and team uniforms for TSC Hero
fundraisers. This year we have invested
in improvements to how we fundraise
and expect to see benefits of this in
future years.
Accountability and
administration 23%
The costs of running the organisation
efficiently, including: salaries, insurance
premiums, finance, IT and database,
website, office expenses, and reporting
to the TSA management committee.
These expenses support TSA’s programs
but are not directly attributable to any
one program.

There is still so much we need to do to improve the lives
of people with TSC. Together, we can make a difference.

Cover photo: Koby who has TSC

Phone
Website
Email
Facebook
Mail

1300 733 435
www.tsa.org.au
info@tsa.org.au
facebook.com/AuTSC
18 Central Rd, Beverly Hills NSW, 2209 Australia
ABN 20 681 174 734
Deductible Gift Recipient Status:
DGR1 and Public Benevolent Institution (PBI)
Registered Charity CC25313
CFN 13968

Pictured above: Miranda and friends at Bridge2Brisbane

